Program Guide
Week 9

Sunday February 22nd, 2015
5:00 am

Korean News - News via satellite from YTN Korea, in Korean, no subtitles.

5:35 am

Japanese News - News via satellite from NHK Tokyo in Japanese, no subtitles.

6:10 am

Hong Kong News - News via satellite from TVB Hong Kong, in Cantonese, no subtitles.

6:30 am

Chinese News - News via satellite from CCTV Beijing, in Mandarin, no subtitles.

7:00 am

Al Jazeera English News - News via satellite from Al Jazeera Satellite Network, Qatar,
in English. CC

7:30 am

Italian News - News via satellite from RAI Rome in Italian, no subtitles.

8:10 am

Filipino News - News via satellite from ABS-CBN Manila, in Tagalog, no subtitles.

8:40 am

French News - News via satellite from FT2 Paris, in French, no subtitles.

9:30 am

Greek News From Cyprus - News via satellite from CyBC Cyprus, in Greek, no subtitles.

10:30 am

German News - News via satellite from DW Berlin, in German, no subtitles.

11:00 am

Spanish News - News via satellite from RTVE Madrid, in Spanish, no subtitles.

12:00 pm

Arabic News - News via satellite from DRTV Dubai, in Arabic, no subtitles.

12:30 pm

Turkish News - News via satellite from TRT Turkey, in Turkish, no subtitles.

1:00 pm

Big, Bigger, Biggest - Prison - Holding over 1400 of America's most dangerous
prisoners, the North Branch Correctional Institution is one of the most secure prisons in
the world. Over two thirds of the men at the prison have killed and most dream of escape.
They are locked up in cells able to withstand bomb blasts and the prison is brimming with
technology designed to keep them safe from each other. This film explores how the
prison was made possible through a series of four historic engineering breakthroughs.
(From the UK) (Documentary Series) (Part 4 of 6) (Rpt) PG (A)
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Sunday February 22nd, 2015
1:50 pm

Gourmet Farmer Afloat Bitesize – Some of your favourite moments and recipes so far
from Matthew Evans’s brand new series which sees he, Nick Haddow and Ross O’Meara
take to the sea to discover Australia’s fascinating history and amazing bounty while
having the time of their lives. (Commissioned by SBS) (Food) G CC

2:00 pm

Speedweek - A comprehensive motor sports program for speed enthusiasts. (Motor
Sport) CC

4:00 pm

Football Asia - Provides the latest news and updates from the various football leagues
across Asia. (From Singapore, in English) (Football) CC

4:30 pm

UEFA Champions League 2014-2015 Magazine - Highlights and news from the latest
round of the UEFA Champions League. (From Switzerland, in English) (Football) CC

5:00 pm

Massive Moves - Rural Ranch - Teams of engineers and truckers face some daunting
challenges as they transport monstrous structures that were never meant to leave their
foundations. Kentucky couple Donna and John Bertram call in Ohio Valley House Movers
to save their stunning redwood ranch from the wrecker’s ball. But with the house too big
to be moved on the roads it first needs to be cut in half, trucked over ditches, under
power lines and down rock fall prone highways. (From the UK) (Documentary) (Rpt) G
CC

5:30 pm

Nazi Megastructures - V2 Rocket Bases - The first ever long-range rockets were
designed and built by the Nazis in a network of top secret research labs, underground
silos and hi-tech launch pads. This is the story of how scientist Werner von Braun
heralded the birth of ballistic missiles and laid the technological foundations for the space
race. (Part 3 of 6) (From the US) (Documentary) PG CC **New Episode**

6:30 pm

SBS World News - Up-to-date reports and analysis of the major national and
international news stories of the day in Australia's only world news service. (An SBS
Production) CC

7:30 pm

Lost Worlds: Seven Wonders Of The Buddhist World - Buddhism, one of the most
ancient belief systems in the world, is practiced by nearly 350 million people today.
Presented by Bettany Hughes, this program visits seven of the most famous ancient and
modern Buddhist locations in the world, including Bodh Gaya in India, the Bodanath
Stupa in Nepal, the Temple of The Tooth in Sri Lanka, Wat Pho Temple in Thailand,
Angkor Wat in Cambodia, the Giant Buddha in Hong Kong, and the Hsi Lai Temple in Los
Angeles, California, in the United States. At each location, Bettany meets with Buddhists
who explain the different concepts that form the core of Buddhist belief, giving insight to
the long and rich history of Buddhism. (From the UK) (Documentary) G CC **Premiere**
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Sunday February 22nd, 2015
8:30 pm

James Cameron's Deep Sea Challenge - There are places on Earth with no human
history or memories, as remote from us as a distant planet. The deep-sea trenches are
such a place. The deepest points on the planet, shrouded in eternal darkness, are home
to an ocean’s worth of scientific mysteries waiting to be solved. Now, after years of
painstaking work, a team of visionary engineers led by filmmaker James Cameron
(“Avatar,” “Titanic”) has built a submersible that for the first time allows humans to visit
the deepest part of this hidden world. It’s an astounding feat of technical wizardry,
comparable in difficulty to landing a man on the moon. Deep Sea Challenge recounts the
personal journey of Cameron and members of his engineering and science team as they
prepare to make history, fulfilling lifelong dreams in the process. (From the US)
(Documentary Film) (2013) PG CC **Premiere**

10:15 pm

Mad Men - Commissions and Fees - Lane's entire world comes crashing down after
getting busted for forging Don's signature on a check, and Sally experiences an awkward
rite of passage while spending the weekend with the Drapers. (S.5,Ep.12) (From the US)
(Drama Series) M(A) CC **New Episode**

11:10 pm

Movie: Marriage And Other Disasters - Set in the beautiful city of Florence, this Italian
romantic comedy follows Nana (Margherita Buy), a love-weary 40-something bookstore
owner who shrugs off the marital naggings of her family in favour of a quiet life with her
cat. However, unbeknown to her pushy family, Nana is secretly in love with a self-centred
novelist (Mohammed Bakri) who exploits her kindness at every opportunity. When Nana
is asked to plan her sister’s wedding, anything that can go wrong does go wrong for the
anti-marriage cynic. But when the smoke clears, she is forced to question her
philosophies on life and love. Directed by Nina Di Majo. (From Italy, in Italian) (Film)
(Comedy) (Rpt) M(L)

12:50 am

Countdown - The long-running British game show in which two contestants engage in a
battle of wits, competing against the clock in a series of challenging word and number
puzzles. Presenter Jeff Stelling is assisted by numbers whiz Rachel Riley along with word
expert Susie Dent. Each program features a celebrity guest. (From the UK)
(Entertainment Series) (Rpt) G CC

1:35 am

Strangeface - Ten-year-old Ana longs for a friend, but her odd attempts to connect freak
other children out. Retreating into the bush for another day of lone exploring she comes
across a stranger intent on drowning a puppy in the river. Horrified, she battles her fear
and confronts the man, saving the dog and unexpectedly finding the companionship she
has craved. (Australia) (Short Film) (Drama) (2012) (Rpt) M(V,L)
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Sunday February 22nd, 2015
1:45 am

Afghanistan: The Great Game - One of the most isolated and barren landscapes on the
planet, Afghanistan is a strange place for an empire or superpower to invade. But for
three of the greatest powers the world has seen, it became an unlikely target, an
enduring obsession and an unwinnable war. Rory Stewart, a former charity worker in
Kabul, tells the history of two centuries of foreign intervention in Afghanistan. He looks at
how this history has forged the Afghanistan of today, and asks what it is about this place
that has created this repeated aggression and tragedy. (From the UK) (Documentary
Series) (Part 2 of 2) (Rpt) PG CC

2:50 am

Secret History Of Our Streets - Caledonian Road - Caledonian Road starts next to
King's Cross station and from its beginning, the street has been resolutely working class.
But the people of 'the Cally' have held their community together despite being challenged
by powerful outside forces as well as a reputation for being a bit rough around the edges.
When a new high speed rail station was set to demolish communities and homes in
King's Cross London, the residents fought back and won. Includes includes fascinating
and passionate accounts from residents both past and present, discover the stories
behind the changing faces of this remarkable street. (From the UK) (Documentary Series)
(Rpt) PG CC

3:55 am

Russia: A Journey With Jonathan Dimbleby - National Treasures - Jonathan heads
to Siberia in search of Russia's rich natural resources. First he explores an emerald mine
before making his way to the historic mining city of Ekaterinburg, the place where the last
Russian Tsar and his family were wiped out by the Bolsheviks. In the Arctic Circle, he
visits an oil drilling town, home to thousands of migrants seeking employment, before
journeying to Akademgorodok, a purpose-built city for some of the greatest minds in the
country. (From the UK, in English and Russian) (Documentary Series) (Part 4 of 5) (Rpt)
PG CC
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Monday February 23rd, 2015
5:00 am

Korean News - News via satellite from YTN Korea, in Korean, no subtitles.

5:35 am

Japanese News - News via satellite from NHK Tokyo in Japanese, no subtitles.

6:10 am

Hong Kong News - News via satellite from TVB Hong Kong, in Cantonese, no subtitles.

6:30 am

Chinese News - News via satellite from CCTV Beijing, in Mandarin, no subtitles.

7:00 am

Al Jazeera English News - News via satellite from Al Jazeera Satellite Network, Qatar,
in English. CC

7:30 am

Italian News - News via satellite from RAI Rome in Italian, no subtitles.

8:10 am

Filipino News - News via satellite from ABS-CBN Manila, in Tagalog, no subtitles.

8:40 am

French News - News via satellite from FT2 Paris, in French, no subtitles.

9:30 am

Greek News From Cyprus - News via satellite from CyBC Cyprus, in Greek, no subtitles.

10:30 am

German News - News via satellite from DW Berlin, in German, no subtitles.

11:00 am

Spanish News - News via satellite from RTVE Madrid, in Spanish, no subtitles.

12:00 pm

Arabic News - News via satellite from DRTV Dubai, in Arabic, no subtitles.

12:30 pm

Turkish News - News via satellite from TRT Turkey, in Turkish, no subtitles.

1:00 pm

Sting: The Last Ship - Sting performs songs from his new album ‘The Last Ship’ in an
intimate live performance recorded at the Public Theatre, New York. Inspired by the
shipbuilding community of Wallsend in the north east of England where Sting was born
and raised, the songs form part of his forthcoming Broadway play. For his first new work
in a decade he and his band, many of whom hail from the north east, are joined by actor
and singer Jimmy Nail. (From the US) (Music) (Rpt) CC

2:30 pm

Jason Mraz In Myanmar - Jason Mraz headlines this monumental event, the first ever
open air concert in the country of Myanmar, to raise his voice against human trafficking
and modern-day slavery. (From Thailand, in English) (Arts/Documentary) (Rpt) PG CC

3:00 pm

Al Jazeera News - News via satellite from Al Jazeera Satellite Network, Qatar, in
English. CC
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Monday February 23rd, 2015
3:30 pm

Monty Halls' Great Irish Escape - Monty Halls goes back to his marine biologist roots as
he studies whales and dolphins off the spectacular west coast of Ireland. This week
Monty goes shark fishing and reels in a couple of blue sharks that have crossed the
Atlantic as part of their annual migration. It takes strong nerves and quick reactions to
avoid getting bitten as tags are attached to the sharks' dorsal fins before they are
released. Monty is also called out to investigate reports that a dolphin is attacking
swimmers. (From the UK) (Documentary Series) (Part 4 of 6) (Rpt) PG CC

4:30 pm

Costa's Garden Odyssey - Costa talks to the locals of Railton, Tasmania to learn more
about topiary and how to trim shrubs into magical shapes. He then visits two boutique
farmers who have unlocked the horticultural secrets to growing ginseng and truffles. The
Tembeleski's backyard is taking shape and Costa plants fruit trees to add to the mix of
foodstuffs being generated by the garden. (Commissioned by SBS in English)
(Entertainment Series) (Part 9 of 13) (Rpt) G CC WS

5:00 pm

Grand Tours Of Scotland - Mind, Body and Spirit - Presenter Paul Murton explores the
parts of Scotland that have charmed visitors for more than 200 years. In this episode,
Paul goes in search of the stunning landscape of the Highlands. Travelling from the
shores of Loch Tay in Perthshire, across the great wilderness of Rannoch Moor, Paul
climbs the iconic mountain of Buachaille Etive Mor, before ending his journey in the
quaint spa town of Strathpeffer. (From the UK) (Documentary Series) (Part 4 of 6) (Rpt) G
CC

5:30 pm

Letters And Numbers - Two contestants pit their linguistic and numerical skills against
each other and the clock in this entertaining quiz show. Join host Richard Morecroft along
with maths whiz Lily Serna and wordsmith David Astle. (Commissioned by SBS)
(Entertainment Series) (Rpt) G CC

6:00 pm

Luke Nguyen's Vietnam - In this episode, Luke leaves the hustle and bustle of Hanoi
behind for the mystical mountains of Sapa. Once there, he prepares some black chicken
amongst the local streets. Then he cooks Buffalo for a salad in the busy Sapa markets,
and prepares a tofu and tomato dish high up in the rice paddy fields with the most
spectacular backdrop. (Commissioned by SBS) (Food Series) (Rpt) G CC

6:30 pm

SBS World News - Up-to-date reports and analysis of the major national and
international news stories of the day in Australia's only world news service. (An SBS
Production) CC
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Monday February 23rd, 2015
7:30 pm

Richard Hammond's Wild Weather - Wind, The Invisible Force - Richard Hammond
travels literally to the ends of the earth in this new groundbreaking series to experience,
explain and understand the science of the most extreme weather conditions on the planet
and their effects and particular dangers. Using a wide range of new and specially
invented technology and innovative, exciting experiments, audiences will be taken on a
thrilling and never before seen, and in some parts unknown, journey into the most
extreme weather conditions on earth. In the premiere episode, Richard Hammond
investigates what causes wind, and how it actually starts. He visits one of the windiest
places on the planet, walks into the centre of a man-made tornado and creates a 10metre high whirlwind - made of fire! (Part 1 of 3) (From the UK) (Documentary) G CC
**New Series Premiere**

8:35 pm

Simon Reeve's Sacred Rivers - The Nile - World nomad Simon Reeve is back to
present this brand new series where history, adventure and travelogue combine as he
explores three of the world's major rivers: the Nile, Yangtze and Ganges. In the premiere
episode, adventurer Simon Reeve travels from source to sea along the world's longest
river, the Nile. His journey will take him from the holy source of the Blue Nile in the
Ethiopian highlands, through the desert of Sudan and onwards through Egypt to the
Mediterranean Sea. The life-giving river has forged some of our earliest civilisations and
influenced some of our greatest religions. But with populations along its banks rising fast,
Nile countries are demanding an ever-greater share of the sacred waters, threatening the
stability of the entire region. (Part 1 of 3) (From the UK) (Documentary) PG CC **New
Series Premiere**

9:35 pm

Strip The Cosmos - Secrets Of The Black Hole - This new series uses stunning CGI
animation to strip major planets, moons, black holes, stars and galaxies of their gas,
force-fields, rock and magma - layer by layer, act by act - to explore their hidden secrets
and solve key mysteries surrounding the origins and destiny of the universe. What
happens inside an exploding star? Can you escape from being sucked into a black hole?
Do the inside of comets harbor life? Can we travel through the cosmos inside an
asteroid? This fascinating series reveals worlds never seen before, an alien universe
normally light years out of sight - seen from the ‘inside out’. (Part 1 of 6) (From the UK)
(Documentary) G CC **New Series Premiere**

10:30 pm

SBS World News - Up-to-date reports and analysis of the major national and
international news stories of the day in Australia's only world news service. (An SBS
Production) CC

11:00 pm

Real Humans - Douglas can’t live with the fact that Florentine stole a baby, but she
refuses to give it up. Rick is armed and isn’t about to back down from any human. Jonas
starts up David’s clone and tries to get him to provide the code, but he is forced to turn to
Bea for assistance. She, however, has other plans. Mimi installs a language program
from an unsafe website to help Inger, but the program contains more than just the
language. Gordon breaks into Florentine’s house to rescue her from Douglas. (S.2,Ep.7)
(From Sweden, in Swedish) (Drama Series) (Rpt) M(D,V,L)
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Monday February 23rd, 2015
12:10 am

Real Humans - The virus is having a debilitating effect on Mimi. Hans is forced to take
her to Einar in hope of curing her. Florentine goes to the law firm to hear the reading of
Douglas’s will and a giant secret is revealed and David tries to find a way to save Bea
from Jonas while he works on the code. Jonas realises that the code is out there
somewhere and sends Silas out to find it. Meanwhile, Rick continues his revolution,
naming himself its leader. (S.2, Ep.8) (From Sweden, in Swedish) (Drama Series) (Rpt)
M(A,V)

1:20 am

Countdown - The long-running British game show in which two contestants engage in a
battle of wits, competing against the clock in a series of challenging word and number
puzzles. Presenter Jeff Stelling is assisted by numbers whiz Rachel Riley along with word
expert Susie Dent. Each program features a celebrity guest. (From the UK)
(Entertainment Series) (Rpt) G CC

2:00 am

Extreme Cleaners - An extraordinary insight into the lives of father and son, extreme
cleaning team, Peter and Sam Tenby. They're seen as the special forces of the cleaning
world and do the jobs other cleaners don't dare to touch. Repossessed drug dealers
homes, abseil window cleaning and high voltage power lines are all in a day's work.
(Commissioned by SBS) (Documentary) (Rpt) M (L) CC

3:00 am

One Born Every Minute - A Mormon couple prepare for the birth of their second child, a
boy. Leah describes how her only ambition at school was to one day become a mother,
while her husband Richard tries to persuade her to carry on his family's tradition of
naming a male child after its father. Meanwhile, Mel and James are anticipating their first
baby, and after both having difficult early lives they are eager to prove they will be good
parents. (From the UK) (Documentary Series) (Rpt) M (A,L) CC

3:55 am

One Born Every Minute - A 17-year-old expectant mother suffering from pre-eclampsia
has an emergency caesarean, and faces weeks of visits to the neo-natal unit as her
premature baby builds the strength to go home. A pair of dentists anxiously await the
birth of their child, which they already know will have a cleft lip, and a man who has only
been with his partner for five months worries about the prospect of becoming a father.
(From the UK) (Documentary Series) (Rpt) M (A) CC

4:55 am

Shane Delia's Spice Journey Bitesize - Some of the best moments so far from Shane
Delia's culinary and cultural journey through the wondrous nation of Turkey.
(Commissioned by SBS) (Short) (Food)
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Tuesday February 24th, 2015
5:00 am

Korean News - News via satellite from YTN Korea, in Korean, no subtitles.

5:35 am

Japanese News - News via satellite from NHK Tokyo in Japanese, no subtitles.

6:10 am

Hong Kong News - News via satellite from TVB Hong Kong, in Cantonese, no subtitles.

6:30 am

Chinese News - News via satellite from CCTV Beijing, in Mandarin, no subtitles.

7:00 am

Al Jazeera English News - News via satellite from Al Jazeera Satellite Network, Qatar,
in English. CC

7:30 am

Italian News - News via satellite from RAI Rome in Italian, no subtitles.

8:10 am

Filipino News - News via satellite from ABS-CBN Manila, in Tagalog, no subtitles.

8:40 am

French News - News via satellite from FT2 Paris, in French, no subtitles.

9:30 am

Greek News From Cyprus - News via satellite from CyBC Cyprus, in Greek, no subtitles.

10:30 am

German News - News via satellite from DW Berlin, in German, no subtitles.

11:00 am

Spanish News - News via satellite from RTVE Madrid, in Spanish, no subtitles.

12:00 pm

Arabic News - News via satellite from DRTV Dubai, in Arabic, no subtitles.

12:30 pm

Turkish News - News via satellite from TRT Turkey, in Turkish, no subtitles.

1:00 pm

Literary Landscapes - Bronte Sisters - There has always been a connection between
the great writers of English Literature and the countryside, with the best-loved classic
works of the past still providing us with the most evocative images of English Country Life
to this very day. This episode we step back in time and enter the landscape of the Bronte
sisters, to follow in their footsteps and discover the places, the events and the people
who inspired them. (From the UK) (Documentary) (Rpt) G CC

1:30 pm

France 24 International News - News via satellite from France 24, France, in English.
CC

1:45 pm

The Journal - News via satellite from DW Berlin, in English. CC

2:00 pm

PBS Newshour - Reviews and analysis of the day's news presented by Gwen Ifill and
Judy Woodruff for the Public Broadcasting Service (PBS) in the United States. CC

3:00 pm

Al Jazeera News - News via satellite from Al Jazeera Satellite Network, Qatar, in
English. CC
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3:30 pm

Brave New World With Stephen Hawking - Technology - A team of experts explore
how 21st-century technology is shaping our future by changing the way we live, the way
we communicate and our perception of the universe. Physicist Kathy Sykes explores how
our mobile phones can give experts access to our every habit and action; designer Max
Lamb witnesses the dawn of a new era in manufacturing; environmental scientist Tara
Shine visits an experimental new city in the desert; and Stephen Hawking charts the rise
of the former internet entrepreneur who is transforming space exploration. (From the UK)
(Documentary Series) (Part 3 of 5) (Rpt) G CC

4:30 pm

Wildest India - Western Ghats: Monsoon Mountains - India is an exotic land of iconic
wildlife, secret locations, epic terrains and colourful beauty. From the snow-capped
Himalayas and mighty Ganges to the lost world of the north-east, this series celebrates
India’s spectacular landscapes and wildlife. This episode features the Western Ghats,
known locally as the Sahyadri Hills, which are made up of the Malabar Plains and a
continuous chain of mountains. (From the Netherlands, in English) (Documentary Series)
(Part 4 of 5) (Rpt) G CC

5:30 pm

Letters And Numbers - Two contestants pit their linguistic and numerical skills against
each other and the clock in this entertaining quiz show. Join host Richard Morecroft along
with maths whiz Lily Serna and wordsmith David Astle. (Commissioned by SBS)
(Entertainment Series) (Rpt) G CC

6:00 pm

Luke Nguyen's Vietnam - Continuing in Sapa, Luke ventures beyond the main town and
visits the local villages where he delves into some rich local traditions. He prepares a dish
in the clouds with local Su May in her village Ta Phin. Here they cook field mushrooms
gathered in the early morning. Later, he cooks a pork skewer dish in front of a beautiful
waterfall, in the heart of Cat Cat village and learns how the local Mong people eat,
sharing a communal Salmon Hot Pot. (Commissioned by SBS, in English and
Vietnamese) (Food Series) (Rpt) G CC

6:30 pm

SBS World News - Up-to-date reports and analysis of the major national and
international news stories of the day in Australia's only world news service. (An SBS
Production) CC

7:30 pm

Who Do You Think You Are? - Lesley Sharp - Actress Lesley Sharp was adopted when
she was only five weeks old. More than 20 years ago, Lesley traced her birth mother and
discovered that she was the result of her mother's affair with a married man. Now,
knowing that her biological father has passed away, Lesley is ready to find out more
about him. She traces her half-siblings and follows her paternal line back to discover that
her great-great- grandfather fostered poor children. Lesley tracks down one of them,
George Maybury, in Canada to meet George's grandson and find out what kind of home
her great-great-grandfather provided. (S.10,Ep.4) (From the UK) (Documentary) G CC
**New Episode**

8:30 pm

Insight – Siblings - Australian current affairs forum, with lively debate and powerful firstperson stories. Hosted by award-winning journalist Jenny Brockie. (An SBS Production)
(Current Affairs) CC **New Episode**
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Tuesday February 24th, 2015
9:30 pm

Dateline - Dateline returns in 2015 with a fresh half-hour format. The award-winning
documentary program allows viewers to walk in the shoes of others in search of the
shocking, inspiring and surprise in every global story. Dateline challenges what you think
you already know about the world. (An SBS Production) (Current Affairs) CC **New
Episode**

10:00 pm

SBS World News - Up-to-date reports and analysis of the major national and
international news stories of the day in Australia's only world news service. (An SBS
Production) CC

10:30 pm

Mammon - The Awakening - Journalist Peter Veraas discovers, after five years of
investigating, the first sign that his brother was pushed to commit suicide. He and his
sister-in-law, Eva, circles in on a top financier who knew his brother’s secret. He
discloses the word “Abraham” before he too commits suicide. Peter continues the search
for the truth while promising to keep his family out of trouble, but the police and his
colleagues no longer believe Peter’s explanations about what happened to his brother.
The closer Peter gets to what really happened, the more certain he becomes to keep the
truth hidden. (S.1,Ep.2) (From Norway, in Norwegian) (Drama Series) M(A,V,L) **New
Episode**

11:35 pm

Rectify - Weird As You - Daniel continues to search for answers about the past, a quest
that takes him to an unlikely source and an even more unlikely destination. Meanwhile,
Jon Stern has an enlightening conversation with D.A. Sondra Person. Amantha bonds
with a coworker at Thrifty Town and visits Paulie Tire and Rim, much to Ted, Jr.’s
surprise. Senator Roland Foulkes forces Sheriff Daggett to help him with an unpleasant
task. (S.2,Ep.7) (From the US) (Rpt) M(D,A) CC **Encore**

12:30 am

Movie: Headhunter - Headhunter Martin Vinge finds himself thrown into a world of
corporate intrigue and dirty tricks when he is employed by an elderly billionaire wanting to
overthrow his untrustworthy heir. Nominated for four 2010 Bodil Awards, including Best
Film. Directed by Rumle Hammerich and stars Lars Mikkelsen, Charlotte Munck and
Henning Moritzen. (From Denmark, in Danish) (Thriller) (2009) (Rpt) M (A,L)

2:25 am

Seven Wonders Of The Buddhist World - Buddhism, one of the most ancient belief
systems in the world, is practiced by nearly 350 million people today. Presented by
Bettany Hughes, this program visits seven of the most famous ancient and modern
Buddhist locations in the world, including Bodh Gaya in India, the Bodanath Stupa in
Nepal, the Temple of The Tooth in Sri Lanka, Wat Pho Temple in Thailand, Angkor Wat
in Cambodia, the Giant Buddha in Hong Kong, and the Hsi Lai Temple in Los Angeles,
California, in the United States. At each location, Bettany meets with Buddhists who
explain the different concepts that form the core of Buddhist belief, giving insight to the
long and rich history of Buddhism. (From the UK) (Documentary) G CC **Encore**
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EASTERN STATES SCHEDULE (NSW, ACT, VIC & TAS)
Tuesday February 24th, 2015
3:30 am

Countdown - The long-running British game show in which two contestants engage in a
battle of wits, competing against the clock in a series of challenging word and number
puzzles. Presenter Jeff Stelling is assisted by numbers whiz Rachel Riley along with word
expert Susie Dent. Each program features a celebrity guest. (From the UK)
(Entertainment Series) (Rpt) G CC

4:15 am

Countdown - The long-running British game show in which two contestants engage in a
battle of wits, competing against the clock in a series of challenging word and number
puzzles. Presenter Jeff Stelling is assisted by numbers whiz Rachel Riley along with word
expert Susie Dent. Each program features a celebrity guest. (From the UK)
(Entertainment Series) (Rpt) G CC

Wednesday February 25th, 2015
5:00 am

Korean News - News via satellite from YTN Korea, in Korean, no subtitles.

5:35 am

Japanese News - News via satellite from NHK Tokyo in Japanese, no subtitles.

6:10 am

Hong Kong News - News via satellite from TVB Hong Kong, in Cantonese, no subtitles.

6:30 am

UEFA Champions League 2014-2015 - Matchday 7b: Manchester City V Barcelona Live coverage as Manchester City take on Barcelona at City of Manchester Stadium,
Manchester in Matchday 7b at the UEFA Champions League 2014-2015. (Football) CC
**Live**

9:00 am

French News - News via satellite from FT2 Paris, in French, no subtitles.
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SOUTH AUSTRALIA
Tuesday February 24th, 2015
3:30 am

Countdown - The long-running British game show in which two contestants engage in a
battle of wits, competing against the clock in a series of challenging word and number
puzzles. Presenter Jeff Stelling is assisted by numbers whiz Rachel Riley along with word
expert Susie Dent. Each program features a celebrity guest. (From the UK)
(Entertainment Series) (Rpt) G CC

4:15 am

Countdown - The long-running British game show in which two contestants engage in a
battle of wits, competing against the clock in a series of challenging word and number
puzzles. Presenter Jeff Stelling is assisted by numbers whiz Rachel Riley along with word
expert Susie Dent. Each program features a celebrity guest. (From the UK)
(Entertainment Series) (Rpt) G CC

Wednesday February 25th, 2015
5:00 am

Korean News - News via satellite from YTN Korea, in Korean, no subtitles.

5:35 am

Japanese News - News via satellite from NHK Tokyo in Japanese, no subtitles.

6:00 am

UEFA Champions League 2014-2015 - Matchday 7b: Manchester City V Barcelona Live coverage as Manchester City take on Barcelona at City of Manchester Stadium,
Manchester in Matchday 7b at the UEFA Champions League 2014-2015. (Football) CC
**Live**

8:30 am

Weatherwatch and Music - A continuously updated weather report, bringing viewers the
latest weather conditions from around Australia, and featuring a selection of quality
music.

8:40 am

French News - News via satellite from FT2 Paris, in French, no subtitles.
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QUEENSLAND
Tuesday February 24th, 2015
3:30 am

Countdown - The long-running British game show in which two contestants engage in a
battle of wits, competing against the clock in a series of challenging word and number
puzzles. Presenter Jeff Stelling is assisted by numbers whiz Rachel Riley along with word
expert Susie Dent. Each program features a celebrity guest. (From the UK)
(Entertainment Series) (Rpt) G CC

4:15 am

Countdown - The long-running British game show in which two contestants engage in a
battle of wits, competing against the clock in a series of challenging word and number
puzzles. Presenter Jeff Stelling is assisted by numbers whiz Rachel Riley along with word
expert Susie Dent. Each program features a celebrity guest. (From the UK)
(Entertainment Series) (Rpt) G CC

Wednesday February 25th, 2015
5:00 am

Korean News - News via satellite from YTN Korea, in Korean, no subtitles.

5:30 am

UEFA Champions League 2014-2015 - Matchday 7b: Manchester City V Barcelona Live coverage as Manchester City take on Barcelona at City of Manchester Stadium,
Manchester in Matchday 7b at the UEFA Champions League 2014-2015. (Football) CC
**Live**

8:00 am

Weatherwatch and Music - A continuously updated weather report, bringing viewers the
latest weather conditions from around Australia, and featuring a selection of quality
music.

8:10 am

Filipino News - News via satellite from ABS-CBN Manila, in Tagalog, no subtitles.

8:40 am

French News - News via satellite from FT2 Paris, in French, no subtitles.
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NORTHERN TERRITORY
Tuesday February 24th, 2015
3:30 am

Countdown - The long-running British game show in which two contestants engage in a
battle of wits, competing against the clock in a series of challenging word and number
puzzles. Presenter Jeff Stelling is assisted by numbers whiz Rachel Riley along with word
expert Susie Dent. Each program features a celebrity guest. (From the UK)
(Entertainment Series) (Rpt) G CC

4:15 am

Countdown - The long-running British game show in which two contestants engage in a
battle of wits, competing against the clock in a series of challenging word and number
puzzles. Presenter Jeff Stelling is assisted by numbers whiz Rachel Riley along with word
expert Susie Dent. Each program features a celebrity guest. (From the UK)
(Entertainment Series) (Rpt) G CC

Wednesday February 25th, 2015
5:00 am

UEFA Champions League 2014-2015 - Matchday 7b: Manchester City V Barcelona Live coverage as Manchester City take on Barcelona at City of Manchester Stadium,
Manchester in Matchday 7b at the UEFA Champions League 2014-2015. (Football) CC
**Live**

7:30 am

Italian News - News via satellite from RAI Rome in Italian, no subtitles.

8:10 am

Filipino News - News via satellite from ABS-CBN Manila, in Tagalog, no subtitles.

8:40 am

French News - News via satellite from FT2 Paris, in French, no subtitles.
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WESTERN AUSTRALIA
Tuesday February 24th, 2015
3:30 am

UEFA Champions League 2014-2015 - Matchday 7b: Manchester City V Barcelona Live coverage as Manchester City take on Barcelona at City of Manchester Stadium,
Manchester in Matchday 7b at the UEFA Champions League 2014-2015. (Football) CC
**Live**

Wednesday February 25th, 2015
6:00 am

Weatherwatch and Music - A continuously updated weather report, bringing viewers the
latest weather conditions from around Australia, and featuring a selection of quality
music.

6:10 am

Hong Kong News - News via satellite from TVB Hong Kong, in Cantonese, no subtitles.

6:30 am

Chinese News - News via satellite from CCTV Beijing, in Mandarin, no subtitles.

7:00 am

Al Jazeera English News - News via satellite from Al Jazeera Satellite Network, Qatar,
in English. CC

7:30 am

Italian News - News via satellite from RAI Rome in Italian, no subtitles.

8:10 am

Filipino News - News via satellite from ABS-CBN Manila, in Tagalog, no subtitles.

8:40 am

French News - News via satellite from FT2 Paris, in French, no subtitles.
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Wednesday February 25th, 2015
ALL MARKETS REJOIN
9:30 am

Greek News From Cyprus - News via satellite from CyBC Cyprus, in Greek, no subtitles.

10:30 am

German News - News via satellite from DW Berlin, in German, no subtitles.

11:00 am

Spanish News - News via satellite from RTVE Madrid, in Spanish, no subtitles.

12:00 pm

Arabic News - News via satellite from DRTV Dubai, in Arabic, no subtitles.

12:30 pm

Turkish News - News via satellite from TRT Turkey, in Turkish, no subtitles.

1:00 pm

Dateline - Dateline returns in 2015 with a fresh half-hour format. The award-winning
documentary program allows viewers to walk in the shoes of others in search of the
shocking, inspiring and surprise in every global story. Dateline challenges what you think
you already know about the world. (An SBS Production) (Current Affairs) CC **Encore**

1:30 pm

France 24 International News - News via satellite from France 24, France, in English.
CC

1:45 pm

The Journal - News via satellite from DW Berlin, in English. CC

2:00 pm

PBS Newshour - Reviews and analysis of the day's news presented by Gwen Ifill and
Judy Woodruff for the Public Broadcasting Service (PBS) in the United States. CC

3:00 pm

Al Jazeera News - News via satellite from Al Jazeera Satellite Network, Qatar, in
English. CC

3:30 pm

Insight – Siblings - Australian current affairs forum, with lively debate and powerful firstperson stories. Hosted by award-winning journalist Jenny Brockie. (An SBS Production)
(Current Affairs) CC **Encore**

4:30 pm

Wildest Africa - Okavango: Water in the Desert - This series showcases some of
Africa's most spectacular locations. The Okavango Delta is a huge oasis right in the heart
of the Kalahari Desert. Fed by the Okavango River, and locked in a complex cycle of
flood and drought, it is a magnet for people and wildlife in this otherwise parched land.
While the Kalahari is battling with the peak of its dry season, the Okavango Delta floods
with the waters drained from the summer rains in Angola. (From the Netherlands, in
English) (Documentary Series) (Rpt) PG CC

5:30 pm

Letters And Numbers - Two contestants pit their linguistic and numerical skills against
each other and the clock in this entertaining quiz show. Join host Richard Morecroft along
with maths whiz Lily Serna and wordsmith David Astle. (Commissioned by SBS)
(Entertainment Series) (Rpt) G CC
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Wednesday February 25th, 2015
6:00 pm

Luke Nguyen's Vietnam - The small town of Bac Ha comes alive on weekends as
tourists flock to its renowned weekend market. Here Luke prepares some ginger chicken
in the 'food court' with a bunch of keen observers. Venturing away from the market, Luke
finds out how to make a local favourite, purple noodles and tea, and then prepares
smoked duck whilst he waits for his homemade corn wine to brew. (Commissioned by
SBS, in English and Vietnamese) (Food Series) (Rpt) G CC

6:30 pm

SBS World News - Up-to-date reports and analysis of the major national and
international news stories of the day in Australia's only world news service. (An SBS
Production) CC

7:30 pm

Walking Through History - Victoria And Albert's Highland Fling - This episode, Tony
tells the very personal tale of Victoria and Albert’s love of the Scottish mountains. This is
also a story of the complete image makeover of an entire nation. Tony heads for Blair
Castle, the location of Victoria and Albert’s first visit to the Highlands in 1844. The royal
couple were soon besotted. The area reminded Albert of his green and mountainous
homeland. Tony ends his walk on the shore of Loch Muick where Victoria built a lodge
house after Albert’s death. The ‘widow’s house’ was also the house her husband had
always wanted. (Part 2 of 6) (From the UK) (Documentary) PG CC **New Episode**

8:30 pm

Air Crash Detectives - Conspiracy Or Confusion? Naper28: Death On The Great
Plains - August 3rd, 1944. A C-47 transport plane, with a crew of four, is ferrying 24
trainee P-47 fighter pilots from Nebraska to South Dakotan for advanced training. The
pilot is forced to try and find a way through a wide storm front as the weather conditions
conspire against him. But the plane is engulfed in a violent storm. There is a lightning
flash and witnesses see the aircraft plummet to the ground killing all 28 passengers and
crew on board. This was one of the worse single US plane crashes of the war, but the
exact cause of the crash was never fully determined. This season finale follows the work
of ex-Korean War pilot David Hughs as he pieces together the clues and evidence to
reveal a horrific accident where the power of Mother Nature was no match for a WWII era
plane. (Final) (From the UK) (Documentary) PG CC **Final**

9:30 pm

Rectify - The Great Destroyer - Daniel reluctantly asks for help, only to discover his
request makes things more complicated. Janet sees the error of her ways and makes
amends. Jon Stern reveals some startling news and a heated family discussion ensues,
but Daniel refuses to be drawn into the debate. Seeking solace from the tension at home,
Jared visits Tawney and Ted, Jr., who both jump at the chance to spoil the youngest
Talbot, but Jared remains troubled. Meanwhile, CJ Pickens shares some unsettling
information with Sheriff Daggett. (S.2,Ep.8) (From the US) (Drama Series) M(A) CC
**New Episode**

10:25 pm

SBS World News - Up-to-date reports and analysis of the major national and
international news stories of the day in Australia's only world news service. (An SBS
Production) CC
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Wednesday February 25th, 2015
11:00 pm

Sons Of Liberty - The British Crown responds to the colonists’ destruction of 600,000
pounds of tea by sending ruthless General Gage to Boston to snuff out the rebellion. The
general’s tumultuous relationship with his wife, Margaret, leaves her vulnerable to
sympathizing with the colonists and engages in an affair with one of them. To combat the
growing threat of the British, Sam Adams, John Hancock, and John Adams meet with
representatives at the First Continental Congress in Philadelphia. However, when they
are unable to procure any assistance, they heed the advice of George Washington and
train their own army. (Ep.3) (From the US) (Drama Series) MA CC

11:50 pm

Movie: A Rational Solution - Four of Sweden's top actors anchor Jörgen Bergmark's
tragi-comedy about a couple, both marriage counsellors, who find themselves in deep
water when the husband falls for his best friend's wife. A smart, funny film made for
adults. Nominated for Best Film at the 2009 Ghent International Film Festival. Stars Stina
Ekblad, Rolf Lassgård, Claes Ljungmark and Pernilla August. (From Sweden, in Swedish)
(Drama) (2009) (Rpt) M (A,S)

1:45 am

Movie: Son Of Babylon - This award-winning film tells the story of one woman’s search
for her son, Ahmed, who has been missing since he was conscripted into the Iraqi army
ten years earlier. Travelling with her grandson through the towns and cities of Iraq, she
will do anything to uncover the truth. Nominated for the Grand Jury Prize (World Cinema Dramatic) at the 2010 Sundance Film Festival. Directed by Mohamed Al Daradji and stars
Shazada Hussein, Yasser Talib and Bashir Al Majid. (From Iraq, in Kurdish and Arabic)
(Drama) (Rpt) PG (A)

3:20 am

Orrible - At the end of a school day, eight-year-old Steve is escorted home by Luke, a
boy of twenty years and appalling repute. His lurid tale of social and sexual deviance
provides a backdrop for their otherwise pleasant stroll, every graphic detail of which is
shared through his relentlessly emphatic Yorkshire tongue. You haven't heard a story like
Luke's before. (From the UK) (Short Film) (Comedy) (Rpt) M(S,L)
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EASTERN STATES SCHEDULE (NSW, ACT, VIC & TAS)
Wednesday February 25th, 2015
3:30 am

Countdown - The long-running British game show in which two contestants engage in a
battle of wits, competing against the clock in a series of challenging word and number
puzzles. Presenter Jeff Stelling is assisted by numbers whiz Rachel Riley along with word
expert Susie Dent. Each program features a celebrity guest. (From the UK)
(Entertainment Series) (Rpt) G CC

4:15 am

Countdown - The long-running British game show in which two contestants engage in a
battle of wits, competing against the clock in a series of challenging word and number
puzzles. Presenter Jeff Stelling is assisted by numbers whiz Rachel Riley along with word
expert Susie Dent. Each program features a celebrity guest. (From the UK)
(Entertainment Series) (Rpt) G CC

Thursday February 26th, 2015
5:00 am

Korean News - News via satellite from YTN Korea, in Korean, no subtitles.

5:35 am

Japanese News - News via satellite from NHK Tokyo in Japanese, no subtitles.

6:10 am

Hong Kong News - News via satellite from TVB Hong Kong, in Cantonese, no subtitles.

6:30 am

UEFA Champions League 2014-2015 - Matchday 7b: Arsenal V Monaco - Live
coverage as Arsenal take on Monaco at Arsenal Stadium, London in Matchday 7b of the
UEFA Champions League 2014-2015. (Live) (Football) CC **Live**

9:00 am

French News - News via satellite from FT2 Paris, in French, no subtitles.
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SOUTH AUSTRALIA
Wednesday February 25th, 2015
3:30 am

Countdown - The long-running British game show in which two contestants engage in a
battle of wits, competing against the clock in a series of challenging word and number
puzzles. Presenter Jeff Stelling is assisted by numbers whiz Rachel Riley along with word
expert Susie Dent. Each program features a celebrity guest. (From the UK)
(Entertainment Series) (Rpt) G CC

4:15 am

Countdown - The long-running British game show in which two contestants engage in a
battle of wits, competing against the clock in a series of challenging word and number
puzzles. Presenter Jeff Stelling is assisted by numbers whiz Rachel Riley along with word
expert Susie Dent. Each program features a celebrity guest. (From the UK)
(Entertainment Series) (Rpt) G CC

Thursday February 26th, 2015
5:00 am

Korean News - News via satellite from YTN Korea, in Korean, no subtitles.

5:35 am

Japanese News - News via satellite from NHK Tokyo in Japanese, no subtitles.

6:00 am

UEFA Champions League 2014-2015 - Matchday 7b: Arsenal V Monaco - Live
coverage as Arsenal take on Monaco at Arsenal Stadium, London in Matchday 7b of the
UEFA Champions League 2014-2015. (Live) (Football) CC **Live**

8:30 am

Weatherwatch and Music - A continuously updated weather report, bringing viewers the
latest weather conditions from around Australia, and featuring a selection of quality
music.

8:40 am

French News - News via satellite from FT2 Paris, in French, no subtitles.
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QUEENSLAND
Wednesday February 25th, 2015
3:30 am

Countdown - The long-running British game show in which two contestants engage in a
battle of wits, competing against the clock in a series of challenging word and number
puzzles. Presenter Jeff Stelling is assisted by numbers whiz Rachel Riley along with word
expert Susie Dent. Each program features a celebrity guest. (From the UK)
(Entertainment Series) (Rpt) G CC

4:15 am

Countdown - The long-running British game show in which two contestants engage in a
battle of wits, competing against the clock in a series of challenging word and number
puzzles. Presenter Jeff Stelling is assisted by numbers whiz Rachel Riley along with word
expert Susie Dent. Each program features a celebrity guest. (From the UK)
(Entertainment Series) (Rpt) G CC

Thursday February 26th, 2015
5:00 am

Korean News - News via satellite from YTN Korea, in Korean, no subtitles.

5:30 am

UEFA Champions League 2014-2015 - Matchday 7b: Arsenal V Monaco - Live
coverage as Arsenal take on Monaco at Arsenal Stadium, London in Matchday 7b of the
UEFA Champions League 2014-2015. (Live) (Football) CC **Live**

8:00 am

Weatherwatch and Music - A continuously updated weather report, bringing viewers the
latest weather conditions from around Australia, and featuring a selection of quality
music.

8:10 am

Filipino News - News via satellite from ABS-CBN Manila, in Tagalog, no subtitles.

8:40 am

French News - News via satellite from FT2 Paris, in French, no subtitles.
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NORTHERN TERRITORY
Wednesday February 25th, 2015
3:30 am

Countdown - The long-running British game show in which two contestants engage in a
battle of wits, competing against the clock in a series of challenging word and number
puzzles. Presenter Jeff Stelling is assisted by numbers whiz Rachel Riley along with word
expert Susie Dent. Each program features a celebrity guest. (From the UK)
(Entertainment Series) (Rpt) G CC

4:15 am

Countdown - The long-running British game show in which two contestants engage in a
battle of wits, competing against the clock in a series of challenging word and number
puzzles. Presenter Jeff Stelling is assisted by numbers whiz Rachel Riley along with word
expert Susie Dent. Each program features a celebrity guest. (From the UK)
(Entertainment Series) (Rpt) G CC

Thursday February 26th, 2015
5:00 am

UEFA Champions League 2014-2015 - Matchday 7b: Arsenal V Monaco - Live
coverage as Arsenal take on Monaco at Arsenal Stadium, London in Matchday 7b of the
UEFA Champions League 2014-2015. (Live) (Football) CC **Live**

7:30 am

Italian News - News via satellite from RAI Rome in Italian, no subtitles

8:10 am

Filipino News - News via satellite from ABS-CBN Manila, in Tagalog, no subtitles.

8:40 am

French News - News via satellite from FT2 Paris, in French, no subtitles.
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WESTERN AUSTRALIA
Wednesday February 25th, 2015
3:30 am

UEFA Champions League 2014-2015 - Matchday 7b: Arsenal V Monaco - Live
coverage as Arsenal take on Monaco at Arsenal Stadium, London in Matchday 7b of the
UEFA Champions League 2014-2015. (Live) (Football) CC **Live**

Thursday February 26th, 2015
6:00 am

Weatherwatch and Music - A continuously updated weather report, bringing viewers the
latest weather conditions from around Australia, and featuring a selection of quality
music.

6:10 am

Hong Kong News - News via satellite from TVB Hong Kong, in Cantonese, no subtitles.

6:30 am

Chinese News - News via satellite from CCTV Beijing, in Mandarin, no subtitles.

7:00 am

Al Jazeera English News - News via satellite from Al Jazeera Satellite Network, Qatar,
in English. CC

7:30 am

Italian News - News via satellite from RAI Rome in Italian, no subtitles.

8:10 am

Filipino News - News via satellite from ABS-CBN Manila, in Tagalog, no subtitles.

8:40 am

French News - News via satellite from FT2 Paris, in French, no subtitles.
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Thursday February 26th, 2015
ALL MARKETS REJOIN
9:30 am

Greek News From Cyprus - News via satellite from CyBC Cyprus, in Greek, no subtitles.

10:30 am

German News - News via satellite from DW Berlin, in German, no subtitles.

11:00 am

Spanish News - News via satellite from RTVE Madrid, in Spanish, no subtitles.

12:00 pm

Arabic News - News via satellite from DRTV Dubai, in Arabic, no subtitles.

12:30 pm

Turkish News - News via satellite from TRT Turkey, in Turkish, no subtitles.

1:00 pm

German Wanderlust - Saxon Switzerland - Julia Bradbury takes her boots and
backpack to the Continent to explore the landscape of Germany and the cultural
movement that made it famous – Romanticism. Julia's final adventure takes her deep into
former East Germany. Once the destination of many a Romantic pilgrimage, the
sandstone mountains set alongside the mighty Elbe river are a bizarre and sublime mix of
forest, gorge and rock towers. (From the UK) (Documentary Series) (Final) (Rpt) G CC

1:30 pm

France 24 International News - News via satellite from France 24, France, in English.
CC

1:45 pm

The Journal - News via satellite from DW Berlin, in English. CC

2:00 pm

PBS Newshour - Reviews and analysis of the day's news presented by Gwen Ifill and
Judy Woodruff for the Public Broadcasting Service (PBS) in the United States. CC

3:00 pm

Al Jazeera News - News via satellite from Al Jazeera Satellite Network, Qatar, in
English. CC

3:30 pm

Words Of Captain Scott - As the world commemorates the 100th anniversary of the race
for Antarctic glory, a cast of well-known actors use readings from the diaries and letters of
Captain Scott and those of his Norwegian rival Roald Amundsen - to tell the story of their
epic South Pole expeditions in their own words. Some entries and letters are revealed for
the very first time, including a last, loving letter to Scott from his wife Kathleen. The
program features Dougray Scott (as Captain Scott), Max Irons, Alistair McGowan, and
Lars Mikkelsen (as Amundsen). (From the UK) (Documentary) (Rpt) PG CC

4:30 pm

The Story Of Wales - The Making of Wales - Journalist Huw Edwards presents this new
six-part series tracing the history of Wales - from 30,000 years ago to modern times. The
story begins with the drama of the earliest known human burial in Western Europe. Huw
delves into the biggest pre-historic copper mine in the world, and visits the mesmerising
site of an Iron Age hill-fort. He reveals the true scale of the Roman occupation and shows
how Welsh saints carried the light of the gospel to the rest of the Celtic world. (From the
UK) (Documentary Series) (Part 1 of 6) (Rpt) PG CC
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Thursday February 26th, 2015
5:30 pm

Letters And Numbers - Two contestants pit their linguistic and numerical skills against
each other and the clock in this entertaining quiz show. Join host Richard Morecroft along
with maths whiz Lily Serna and wordsmith David Astle. (Commissioned by SBS)
(Entertainment Series) (Rpt) G CC

6:00 pm

Luke Nguyen's Vietnam - Seafood is the main ingredient as we float around one of the
world’s natural wonders, Ha Long Bay. Blue swimmer crab and mussels are caught and
cooked in and amongst the stunning floating villages and fisheries. Luke also prepares
mantis prawns cooked on a bonfire he prepared on one of the two Ha Long Bay beaches.
(Commissioned by SBS, in English and Vietnamese) (Food Series) (Rpt) G CC

6:30 pm

SBS World News - Up-to-date reports and analysis of the major national and
international news stories of the day in Australia's only world news service. (An SBS
Production) CC

7:30 pm

Gourmet Farmer Afloat - Gourmet Farmer’s much loved land lubbers Matthew Evans,
Nick Haddow and Ross O’Meara take to the sea to discover Australia’s fascinating history
and amazing bounty while having the time of their lives. With their gumboots stuck firmly
in the fertile soils of the Apple Isle, everything so far has been smooth sailing. Off land,
things take on a different tack. When these three farmers with no sailing experience
embark on a circumnavigation of the rugged coast of Tasmania their sailing skills and
mateship will be challenged on this adventure of a lifetime. (Ep.2) (Commissioned by
SBS) (Food Series) G CC **New Episode**

8:30 pm

Heston's Fantastical Food - Pub In A Pie - Culinary and scientific chef Heston puts the
fun back into pub grub, building a giant, edible pie and turning it into a fully functioning
public house. He also makes a billiard table from cod, tartare sauce and pea mousse with
pickled egg billiard balls. With pubs appearing to be in decline, with around 18 locals a
week shutting their doors for good, Heston is on a mission to put the fun back into pub
life. (From the UK) (Food Series) (Rpt) PG CC

9:30 pm

Sons Of Liberty - Margaret divulges General Gage and the Royal Army’s plan to destroy
the colonists’ forces and capture Sam Adams and John Hancock. Paul Revere embarks
on his legendary ride to warn the colonists. Revere arrives in time to extract Adams and
Hancock. While fleeing, they hear the infamous ‘Shot Heard Round The World’ as the
British prepare to face off with the colonial militia. (Part 4 of 6) (From the US) (Drama
Series) (class tba) CC **New Episode**

10:25 pm

SBS World News - Up-to-date reports and analysis of the major national and
international news stories of the day in Australia's only world news service. (An SBS
Production) CC

11:00 pm

UEFA Champions League Highlights – Highlights from Matchday 7b at the UEFA
Champions League 2014-2015. (Football) CC
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Thursday February 26th, 2015
12:00 am

Movie: Giovanna's Father - Set in Bologna in 1938, shortly before the Second World
War. When his shy teenage daughter commits an act of shocking violence, Michele
remains determined to stick by her, even though it means leaving everything else he has
ever cared about behind. Nominated for the Golden Lion at the 2008 Venice Film
Festival. Directed by Pupi Avati and stars Silvio Orlando, Francesca Neri and Alba
Rohrwacher. (From Italy, in Italian) (Drama) (2008) (Rpt) M (A,V)

1:50 am

Movie: Blue - This Bollywood quest to the bottom of the ocean features a stunning
performance by Australia’s own singing sensation Kylie Minogue. Sameer flees to the
Bahamas to hide with his brother, after he gets in debt with the intimidating criminal
Gulshan. After Gulshan finds them in the Bahamas and kidnaps Sameer’s brother’s
girlfriend, the two brothers are forced to go on an expedition to the depths of the sea in
search of a sunken treasure that will help them pay the ransom. (From India, in Hindi &
English) (Movie) (Bollywood) (2009) (Rpt) M(V) CC

3:55 am

Wasp Waist - Animation (Short)

4:00 am

In The Footsteps Of Thesiger - Led by British explorer, Adrian Hayes, the three
companions brave some of toughest conditions on earth as they navigate the journey by
stars, sun, local knowledge and time travelled. The group walk and ride camels through
the gruelling 1,600km trail in traditional Arabic clothes and follow a modest diet. From the
monsoon- drenched tropical forest of Salah, to Oman and over some of the most
dangerous dunes in the world, through the Empty Quarter, where even the most
accustomed locals seldom dare to tread. With dramatic adventure, genuine hardship,
fascinating science and historical legacy, this audacious re-enactment captures culture,
heritage and action all in one unforgettable journey. (From the UK & United Arab
Emirates, in English & Arabic) (Documentary) (Rpt) M CC
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Friday February 27th, 2015
5:00 am

Korean News - News via satellite from YTN Korea, in Korean, no subtitles.

5:35 am

Japanese News - News via satellite from NHK Tokyo in Japanese, no subtitles.

6:10 am

Hong Kong News - News via satellite from TVB Hong Kong, in Cantonese, no subtitles.

6:30 am

Chinese News - News via satellite from CCTV Beijing, in Mandarin, no subtitles.

7:00 am

Al Jazeera English News - News via satellite from Al Jazeera Satellite Network, Qatar,
in English. CC

7:30 am

Italian News - News via satellite from RAI Rome in Italian, no subtitles.

8:10 am

Filipino News - News via satellite from ABS-CBN Manila, in Tagalog, no subtitles.

8:40 am

French News - News via satellite from FT2 Paris, in French, no subtitles.

9:30 am

Greek News From Cyprus - News via satellite from CyBC Cyprus, in Greek, no subtitles.

10:30 am

German News - News via satellite from DW Berlin, in German, no subtitles.

11:00 am

Spanish News - News via satellite from RTVE Madrid, in Spanish, no subtitles.

12:00 pm

Arabic News - News via satellite from DRTV Dubai, in Arabic, no subtitles.

12:30 pm

Turkish News - News via satellite from TRT Turkey, in Turkish, no subtitles.

1:00 pm

NITV News Week In Review - NITV National News features the rich diversity of
contemporary life within Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander communities, broadening
and redefining the news and current affairs landscape. (News)

1:30 pm

France 24 International News - News via satellite from France 24, France, in English.
CC

1:45 pm

The Journal - News via satellite from DW Berlin, in English. CC

2:00 pm

PBS Newshour - Reviews and analysis of the day's news presented by Gwen Ifill and
Judy Woodruff for the Public Broadcasting Service (PBS) in the United States. CC

3:00 pm

Al Jazeera News - News via satellite from Al Jazeera Satellite Network, Qatar, in
English. CC

3:30 pm

Rex In Rome - Time Heals No Wounds - When a young labourer falls to his death at a
building site, Inspector Rivera and Rex suspect foul play. They soon discover that he had
been the toy boy of the rich widow who owns the site, until he had fallen in love with her
daughter. Stars Ettore Bassi. (From Rome, in Italian) (Drama Series) (Rpt) PG
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Friday February 27th, 2015
EASTERN STATES SCHEDULE LIVE (NSW, ACT, VIC & TAS)
& NT DELAYED
4:25 pm

Coast - Western Isles and Shetland - The Coast team embarks on an adventure in
Scotland around the stunning Western Isles and out to the northern outpost of Shetland.
(From the UK) (Documentary Series) (Rpt) G CC

5:30 pm

Letters And Numbers - Two contestants pit their linguistic and numerical skills against
each other and the clock in this entertaining quiz show. Join host Richard Morecroft along
with maths whiz Lily Serna and wordsmith David Astle. (Commissioned by SBS)
(Entertainment Series) (Rpt) G CC

6:00 pm

How To Cook Like Heston - Chocolate - Heston Blumenthal challenges the way we
cook chocolate as he lifts the lid on his magical popping candy, passionfruit gateaux with
an exploding base, and an amazing flowerpot tiramisu with edible chocolate soil. (From
the UK) (Food Series) (Part 3 of 6) (Rpt) G CC

6:30 pm

SBS World News - Up-to-date reports and analysis of the major national and
international news stories of the day in Australia's only world news service. (An SBS
Production) CC **Live to all markets excluding NT & WA**

7:30 pm

Hyundai A-League Live - Round 19: Melbourne City V Adelaide United – The
Hyundai A-League, Australia’s premier football competition, continues on SBS ONE in
2015, with live coverage as Melbourne City take on Adelaide United at AAMI Park, VIC
in Round 19. SBS’s live Friday night match coverage will be hosted by David Zdrilic, with
live match commentary by David Basheer and Lucy Zelic pitch side with onsite interviews
and match reports. (Live) An SBS Production) (Football) CC **Live**

10:00 pm

Mythbusters - Car Chase Chaos - Adam and Jamie are the ‘fast and the curious’ as
they test a trio of Hollywood car chase clichés. They want to know if you can really switch
drivers, share the driving duties, or dump a dead body in the middle of a high-speed
getaway? (From the US) (Entertainment Series) (Rpt) PG CC

11:00 pm

SBS World News - Up-to-date reports and analysis of the major national and
international news stories of the day in Australia's only world news service. (An SBS
Production) CC

11:30 pm

Movie: Us - Ida and Krister are schoolteachers who fall madly in love, move in together
and begin a life full of optimism and happiness. They start to absorb each other, delving
into a sexual dependency that becomes more and more intense. And then, bit by bit,
everything begins to break. Happiness turns to sadness, passion becomes aggression,
love takes on twists of manipulation and sex turns into a hurtful tool for expressing
emotions. Through a sadistic, masochistic whirlwind, Krister and Ida are destined to take
their love to the limit. In the end, the only way out is an act of complete and utter
humiliation. (From Sweden, in Swedish) (Movie) (Drama) (2013) MA(N,A,S) **Premiere**
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Friday February 27th, 2015
SOUTH AUSTRALIA
4:25 pm

Coast - Western Isles and Shetland - The Coast team embarks on an adventure in
Scotland around the stunning Western Isles and out to the northern outpost of Shetland.
(From the UK) (Documentary Series) (Rpt) G CC

5:30 pm

Letters And Numbers - Two contestants pit their linguistic and numerical skills against
each other and the clock in this entertaining quiz show. Join host Richard Morecroft along
with maths whiz Lily Serna and wordsmith David Astle. (Commissioned by SBS)
(Entertainment Series) (Rpt) G CC

6:00 pm

SBS World News - Up-to-date reports and analysis of the major national and
international news stories of the day in Australia's only world news service. (An SBS
Production) CC **Live to all markets excluding NT & WA**

7:00 pm

Hyundai A-League Live - Round 19: Melbourne City V Adelaide United – The
Hyundai A-League, Australia’s premier football competition, continues on SBS ONE in
2015, with live coverage as Melbourne City take on Adelaide United at AAMI Park, VIC
in Round 19. SBS’s live Friday night match coverage will be hosted by David Zdrilic, with
live match commentary by David Basheer and Lucy Zelic pitch side with onsite interviews
and match reports. (Live) An SBS Production) (Football) CC **Live**

9:30 pm

Mythbusters - Car Chase Chaos - Adam and Jamie are the ‘fast and the curious’ as
they test a trio of Hollywood car chase clichés. They want to know if you can really switch
drivers, share the driving duties, or dump a dead body in the middle of a high-speed
getaway? (From the US) (Entertainment Series) (Rpt) PG CC

10:30 pm

SBS World News - Up-to-date reports and analysis of the major national and
international news stories of the day in Australia's only world news service. (An SBS
Production) CC

11:00 pm

Movie: Us - Ida and Krister are schoolteachers who fall madly in love, move in together
and begin a life full of optimism and happiness. They start to absorb each other, delving
into a sexual dependency that becomes more and more intense. And then, bit by bit,
everything begins to break. Happiness turns to sadness, passion becomes aggression,
love takes on twists of manipulation and sex turns into a hurtful tool for expressing
emotions. Through a sadistic, masochistic whirlwind, Krister and Ida are destined to take
their love to the limit. In the end, the only way out is an act of complete and utter
humiliation. (From Sweden, in Swedish) (Movie) (Drama) (2013) MA(N,A,S) **Premiere**

12:45 am

How To Cook Like Heston - Chocolate - Heston Blumenthal challenges the way we
cook chocolate as he lifts the lid on his magical popping candy, passionfruit gateaux with
an exploding base, and an amazing flowerpot tiramisu with edible chocolate soil. (From
the UK) (Food Series) (Part 3 of 6) (Rpt) G CC
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Friday February 27th, 2015
QUEENSLAND
4:25 pm

Coast - Western Isles and Shetland - The Coast team embarks on an adventure in
Scotland around the stunning Western Isles and out to the northern outpost of Shetland.
(From the UK) (Documentary Series) (Rpt) G CC

5:30 pm

SBS World News - Up-to-date reports and analysis of the major national and
international news stories of the day in Australia's only world news service. (An SBS
Production) CC **Live to all markets excluding NT & WA**

6:30 pm

Hyundai A-League Live - Round 19: Melbourne City V Adelaide United – The
Hyundai A-League, Australia’s premier football competition, continues on SBS ONE in
2015, with live coverage as Melbourne City take on Adelaide United at AAMI Park, VIC
in Round 19. SBS’s live Friday night match coverage will be hosted by David Zdrilic, with
live match commentary by David Basheer and Lucy Zelic pitch side with onsite interviews
and match reports. (Live) An SBS Production) (Football) CC **Live**

9:00 pm

Mythbusters - Car Chase Chaos - Adam and Jamie are the ‘fast and the curious’ as
they test a trio of Hollywood car chase clichés. They want to know if you can really switch
drivers, share the driving duties, or dump a dead body in the middle of a high-speed
getaway? (From the US) (Entertainment Series) (Rpt) PG CC

10:00 pm

SBS World News - Up-to-date reports and analysis of the major national and
international news stories of the day in Australia's only world news service. (An SBS
Production) CC

10:30 pm

Movie: Us - Ida and Krister are schoolteachers who fall madly in love, move in together
and begin a life full of optimism and happiness. They start to absorb each other, delving
into a sexual dependency that becomes more and more intense. And then, bit by bit,
everything begins to break. Happiness turns to sadness, passion becomes aggression,
love takes on twists of manipulation and sex turns into a hurtful tool for expressing
emotions. Through a sadistic, masochistic whirlwind, Krister and Ida are destined to take
their love to the limit. In the end, the only way out is an act of complete and utter
humiliation. (From Sweden, in Swedish) (Movie) (Drama) (2013) MA(N,A,S) **Premiere**

12:15 am

Letters And Numbers - Two contestants pit their linguistic and numerical skills against
each other and the clock in this entertaining quiz show. Join host Richard Morecroft along
with maths whiz Lily Serna and wordsmith David Astle. (Commissioned by SBS)
(Entertainment Series) (Rpt) G CC

12:45 am

How To Cook Like Heston - Chocolate - Heston Blumenthal challenges the way we
cook chocolate as he lifts the lid on his magical popping candy, passionfruit gateaux with
an exploding base, and an amazing flowerpot tiramisu with edible chocolate soil. (From
the UK) (Food Series) (Part 3 of 6) (Rpt) G CC
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Friday February 27th, 2015
WESTERN AUSTRALIA
4:30 pm

Hyundai A-League Live - Round 19: Melbourne City V Adelaide United – The
Hyundai A-League, Australia’s premier football competition, continues on SBS ONE in
2015, with live coverage as Melbourne City take on Adelaide United at AAMI Park, VIC
in Round 19. SBS’s live Friday night match coverage will be hosted by David Zdrilic, with
live match commentary by David Basheer and Lucy Zelic pitch side with onsite interviews
and match reports. (Live) An SBS Production) (Football) CC **Live**

7:00 pm

SBS World News - Up-to-date reports and analysis of the major national and
international news stories of the day in Australia's only world news service. (An SBS
Production) CC **Live to all markets excluding NT & WA**

8:00 pm

How To Cook Like Heston - Chocolate - Heston Blumenthal challenges the way we
cook chocolate as he lifts the lid on his magical popping candy, passionfruit gateaux with
an exploding base, and an amazing flowerpot tiramisu with edible chocolate soil. (From
the UK) (Food Series) (Part 3 of 6) (Rpt) G CC

8:30 pm

Mythbusters - Car Chase Chaos - Adam and Jamie are the ‘fast and the curious’ as
they test a trio of Hollywood car chase clichés. They want to know if you can really switch
drivers, share the driving duties, or dump a dead body in the middle of a high-speed
getaway? (From the US) (Entertainment Series) (Rpt) PG CC

9:30 pm

Movie: Us - Ida and Krister are schoolteachers who fall madly in love, move in together
and begin a life full of optimism and happiness. They start to absorb each other, delving
into a sexual dependency that becomes more and more intense. And then, bit by bit,
everything begins to break. Happiness turns to sadness, passion becomes aggression,
love takes on twists of manipulation and sex turns into a hurtful tool for expressing
emotions. Through a sadistic, masochistic whirlwind, Krister and Ida are destined to take
their love to the limit. In the end, the only way out is an act of complete and utter
humiliation. (From Sweden, in Swedish) (Movie) (Drama) (2013) MA(N,A,S) **Premiere**

11:15 pm

The Jeselnik Offensive - This series brings Anthony Jeselnik and his signature dark and
twisted point-of-view to this weekly, topical series. (From US) (Entertainment Series) CC

11:45 pm

Letters And Numbers - Two contestants pit their linguistic and numerical skills against
each other and the clock in this entertaining quiz show. Join host Richard Morecroft along
with maths whiz Lily Serna and wordsmith David Astle. (Commissioned by SBS)
(Entertainment Series) (Rpt) G CC

12:15 am

Coast - Western Isles and Shetland - The Coast team embarks on an adventure in
Scotland around the stunning Western Isles and out to the northern outpost of Shetland.
(From the UK) (Documentary Series) (Rpt) G CC
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Friday February 27th, 2015
ALL MARKETS REJOIN
1:15 am

Movie: A Boyfriend For My Wife - Tenso does not know how to face his ill-tempered
wife, Tana, to tell her that he wants to separate, so he hires a ladies' man to seduce her.
A comedy of errors ensues when Tenso begins to fall back in love with his wife. Winner of
the 2008 Argentinean Academy Award for Best Actress (Valeria Bertuccelli). Directed by
Juan Taratuto and stars Adrián Suar, Valeria Bertuccelli and Gabriel Goity. (From
Argentina, in Spanish, English subtitles) (Comedy) (2008) (Rpt) M (L,S)

3:05 am

One Born Every Minute USA - Knockout Delivery - A look at the drama and emotion of
life in the maternity unit at the Riverside Methodist Hospital in Columbus, Ohio, one of the
busiest facilities in the United States. In this episode, two grandmothers battle to stake
their claim on their new grandson; a father is happy to meet his baby; and a pair of highschool sweethearts have their third child. (From the US) (Documentary Series) (Rpt) PG
CC

3:55 am

Chronicle Of The Third Reich - 1933-1935 - The Nazis seized power when Adolf Hitler
was appointed Reich Chancellor on 30 January 1933. What began with great jubilation
ended after a world war in which 50 million people were killed. This series takes a unique
journey through the bleakest chapter of German history. It traces the story of the Third
Reich, painting a picture of Nazi dictatorship behind the propaganda by utilising what in
some cases is previously unpublished footage. (From Germany, in English and German)
(Documentary Series) (Part 1 of 4) (Rpt) M (V) CC
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Saturday February 28th, 2015
5:00 am

Korean News - News via satellite from YTN Korea, in Korean, no subtitles.

5:35 am

Japanese News - News via satellite from NHK Tokyo in Japanese, no subtitles.

6:10 am

Hong Kong News - News via satellite from TVB Hong Kong, in Cantonese, no subtitles.

6:30 am

Chinese News - News via satellite from CCTV Beijing, in Mandarin, no subtitles.

7:00 am

Al Jazeera English News - News via satellite from Al Jazeera Satellite Network, Qatar,
in English. CC

7:30 am

Italian News - News via satellite from RAI Rome in Italian, no subtitles.

8:10 am

Filipino News - News via satellite from ABS-CBN Manila, in Tagalog, no subtitles.

8:40 am

French News - News via satellite from FT2 Paris, in French, no subtitles.

9:30 am

Greek News From Cyprus - News via satellite from CyBC Cyprus, in Greek, no subtitles.

10:30 am

German News - News via satellite from DW Berlin, in German, no subtitles.

11:00 am

Spanish News - News via satellite from RTVE Madrid, in Spanish, no subtitles.

12:00 pm

Arabic News - News via satellite from DRTV Dubai, in Arabic, no subtitles.

12:30 pm

Turkish News - News via satellite from TRT Turkey, in Turkish, no subtitles.

1:00 pm

PBS Newshour - Reviews and analysis of the day's news presented by Gwen Ifill and
Judy Woodruff for the Public Broadcasting Service (PBS) in the United States. CC

2:00 pm

Patience After Sebald - W.G. Sebald’s renowned and influential novel, “The Rings of
Saturn”, provides the backdrop to this lyrical documentary, which re-traces the walk along
the Suffolk Coast in England. Other writers and artists, highly influenced by Sebald’s
strange and unique writing; Tacita Dean, Robert MacFarlane, Iain Sinclair and Andrew
Motion, provide their own interpretations and insights into the book and how it has
affected their own life and work. (From the UK) (Documentary) (Rpt) PG CC

3:35 pm

Romance - In this animated film, director Georges Schwizgebel masterfully sweeps us
into another world through music and movement, breaking down the boundaries between
desire and reality. Set to the music of the second movement of Rachmaninoff's Sonata
for Cello and Piano, Op. 19, the film transports us into the traveller's labyrinthine
thoughts. (From Canada, no dialogue) (Masterpiece) (Arts) (Rpt) G

3:45 pm

Hopper Stories - Mountain - A selection of European feature film directors have created
a series of short films, each based on one of Edward Hopper's iconic paintings. This short
film 'Mountain' by Martin de Thurah is based on the Hopper Painting 'Cape Cod Evening'.
(From France, in English) (Short Film) (Arts) (2013) PG CC **Premiere**
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Saturday February 28th, 2015
4:00 pm

Brits Who Built The Modern World - The Power of the Past - The story of how an
exceptional generation of British architects, led by Norman Foster and Richard Rogers,
conquered the globe with their high tech vision. This second episode of the series
focuses on the 1980s, when modern architecture was deeply unpopular - and under
attack from the Prince of Wales. The architects reveal the dramatic stories behind some
of their most famous creations, including Rogers’ Lloyd’s of London building and Foster’s
Stansted Airport. Terry Farrell reveals how he was kept in the dark when he was
designing the MI6 Headquarters, and Michael Hopkins recalls the challenges of bringing
ultra-modern architecture into the traditional world of Lord’s Cricket Ground. (Part 2 of 3)
(From the UK) (Documentary) PG CC **New Episode**

5:00 pm

Opera Stories - Four internationally-renowned artists each present an operatic work,
from Puccini and Strauss to Mozart and Bizet and recount their personal interpretation of
the score. Each presenter shares a rare backstage pass into how an opera is produced;
from wardrobe masters, props people, lighting riggers and designers and stage
managers. Features Renée Fleming, Roberto Alagna, Beatrice Uria-Monzon and Elina
Garanca. (Part 2 of 4) (From France in French, English and German) G (Arts) (Rpt) CC

5:30 pm

Grand Tours Of Scotland - Life at the End of the Earth - In this first episode, Paul is
travelling to the beautiful islands of Eriskay, Barra and Vatersay which are famed for their
white sandy beaches and stunning scenery. He discovers that Barra’s tiny airport, set
amongst the sand dunes, is the only place in the world where scheduled flights land on
the beach, braves the Atlantic swells to go lobster fishing with local fishermen and ends
his journey at spectacular Barra Head which has been uninhabited for more than a
hundred years. (Part 1 of 6) (From the UK) (Documentary) G CC **New Series
Premiere**

6:00 pm

Program TBA

6:30 pm

SBS World News - Up-to-date reports and analysis of the major national and
international news stories of the day in Australia's only world news service. (An SBS
Production) CC

7:30 pm

The Wonders Of Britain - Our Coastal Story - TV Presenter, Julia Bradbury has chosen
some of her favourite wonders that make Britain great. From their industrial and royal
heritage, to rolling countryside, dramatic coastline and beautifully eclectic buildings.
Julia’s 20,000 km journey around the country takes her to some of Britain’s most
spectacular locations. In the first episode, Julia explores the coasts of Britain, which
stretches for over 30,000 kilometre. Julia’s list of coastal wonders celebrates everything
from their wildlife and scenery, to industry and their coast’s role in keeping Britain safe.
She begins her list with one of Britain’s most bird-rich archipelagos the Farne Islands.
Here she’s in search of the islands’ cutest bird the Puffin. (Part 1 of 5) (From the UK)
(Documentary) G CC **New Series Premiere**
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Saturday February 28th, 2015
8:30 pm

Movie: Flying Swords Of Dragon Gate - From legendary martial arts director Tsui Hark
comes this action epic starring Jet Li. Dragon Inn is the rumoured location of a lost city
buried under the desert, and its hidden treasure is supposedly only revealed every 60
years by a mighty storm. With the storm approaching, groups arrive at the Dragon Inn
desperate to find the treasure – from gangs of marauders, to the Imperial Assassins, to
the righteous General Zhao (Li). As they find themselves locked within the Inn, the stage
is set for a violent game of cat and mouse. (From China, in Mandarin) (Movie) (Martial
Arts) (Rpt) M(V) **Lunar New Year Kung Fu Season**

10:45 pm

Movie: Reign Of Assassins - In Ancient China, Drizzle (Michelle Yeoh) is the most
deadly and ruthless assassin. After a life of theft and murder, she seeks to atone for her
ways. She starts a new life in the capital, but her old gang are hot on her trail. (From
China, in Mandarin) (Film) (Action) MAV(V) CC **Lunar New Year Kung Fu Season**

12:55 am

Movie: 13 - Phuchit, an unemployed salesman, gets involved in a deadly reality game in
which he must accomplish 13 increasingly bizarre and violent tasks. With prize money of
100 million baht, he has to win all 13 games, but the competition will stop if he loses any
game. Directed by Chukiat Sakveerakul and stars Krissada Sukosol Clapp, Achita
Sikamana and Sarunyu Wongkrachang. (From Thailand, in Thai) (Thriller) (2007) (Rpt)
MAV (V,A)

2:55 am

Countdown - The long-running British game show in which two contestants engage in a
battle of wits, competing against the clock in a series of challenging word and number
puzzles. Presenter Jeff Stelling is assisted by numbers whiz Rachel Riley along with word
expert Susie Dent. Each program features a celebrity guest. (From the UK)
(Entertainment Series) (Rpt) G CC

3:40 am

Benidorm Bastards - They’re up to their old tricks again! Seven senior citizens (played
by actors) head out into the streets with only one thought in mind - to pull pranks on
young people. This is a hidden camera show with a difference; the skits are absurd and
hilarious - and the unsuspecting victims haven't got a clue what hit them. (From Belgium,
in Dutch) (Comedy Series) (Rpt) PG

4:05 am

Lilyhammer - Out of Africa - Frank is attending a celebratory dinner at their new big
scam – the refugee centre. He is amazed by the quality of the Italian food, and discovers
that the cook, Balotelli, is a Nigerian refugee with exceptional cooking skills. Frank wants
him to open a restaurant section at The Flamingo, but Ballotelli has just received a denial
on his asylum application and is about to be sent back to Nigeria. Frank and Jan tries to
bribe the case officer responsible for Balotellis fate, but he appears to be unbribable.
Instead, Frank kidnaps the case officer and sends him in a crate to Africa to illustrate his
point and display his power. Upon the case officers’ return, Balotelli is allowed to stay,
and the restaurant part of The Flamingo opens. (S.2,Ep.2) (From Norway, in Norwegian)
(Drama Series) (Rpt) MA(L) CC

